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ATTRACTORS: PERSISTENCE, AND DENSITY

OF THEIR BASINS1

BY

MIKE HURLEY

Abstract. An investigation of qualitative features of flows on manifolds, in terms

of their attractors and quasi-attractors. A quasi-attractor is any nonempty intersec-

tion of attractors. It is shown that quasi-attractors other than attractors occur for a

large set of flows. It is also shown that for a generic flow (for each flow in a

residual subset of the set of all flows), each attractor "persists" as an attractor of all

nearby flows. Similar statements are shown to hold with "quasi-attractor", "chain

transitive attractor", and "chain transitive quasi-attractor" in place of "attractor".

Finally, the set of flows under which almost all points tend asymptotically to a

chain transitive quasi-attractor is characterized in terms of stable sets of invariant

sets.

0. Introduction. This paper investigates qualitative properties of attractors of

flows on compact manifolds. An attractor of a flow, /, is a nonempty, compact,

/-invariant set A that has a neighborhood, U, satisfying C\t>Qf(t, U) = A. The

basin of attraction of the attractor A is the set of all points in the manifold that

approach A asymptotically under the forward flow.

The central concern is to determine when there is a collection of attractors of a

given flow such that:

(a) Each attractor in the collection is "indecomposable" in some sense.

(b) Each of these attractors is "persistent" under perturbations of the flow.

(c) The union of the basins of these attractors forms a dense subset in the

manifold.

The origin of the problem is a conjecture by R. Thorn:

Conjecture [T, p. 39]. Given r > 1, there is a set of flows, S, residual in the set

of all C flows on M, such that / £ S implies that / has a finite number of

structurally stable, topologically transitive attractors whose basins are dense in M.

Note that the attractors Thorn is talking about satisfy strong forms of the notions

of "indecomposability" (topological transitivity) and "persistence" (structural sta-

bility). The primary examples of the exact situation Thom describes are the Axiom

A and no cycles flows (see [S] or [N] for definitions), except of course that these

flows do not in general form a residual subset. In the time since the original

conjecture was made, a number of examples have shown that the conjecture needs
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to be extensively modified if there is to be any chance of proving the residuality

condition.

The first of these examples are due to S. Newhouse [Nel], [Ne2]. They show that

if the dimension of M is greater than or equal to three and r > 2, then there is a

second category set of Cr flows on M, each one of which has an infinite number of

hyperbolic periodic sinks.

A second important example was provided by M. Shub [HPS, §8], who showed

that there is an open set of C flows on the five-torus, r > 1, each one of which has

the whole five-torus as its nonwandering set (and consequently as its only

attractor), but none of which is structurally stable.

Finally, the work of J. Guckenheimer and Bob Williams on the Lorenz attractors

[G, Wi2] shows that these attractors are not even locally of the same homeomor-

phism type (that is, not "topologically stable").

These examples show that both the finiteness and the stability aspects of Thorn's

original conjecture are too strong. Thus, in trying to reformulate the conjecture we

are forced to choose a rather weak notion of "permanence". In addition, we choose

a weaker version of "indecomposability" than topological transitivity. Our notion

of permanence is called persistence. We say an attractor A of / is persistent if,

whenever fn is a sequence of flows approaching /, then each fn has an attractor An

such that An approaches A in the Hausdorff topology. This is a weak property, but

a generic one.

As mentioned above, we also have chosen a weakened version of indecomposa-

bility. In doing so we have taken advantage of a natural connection between the set

of attractors of a flow and the chain recurrent set of that flow. This connection is

made precise in the following theorem of C. Conley [C].

Theorem (Conley). CR(f) = H{A u (M - B(A))\A is an attractor of /}.

(Here CR(f) is the chain recurrent set of f, and B(A) is the basin of attraction of the

attractor A.)

In particular, the theorem tells us that if the set of attractors of / is ordered by

inclusion, then any minimal elements in this ordering will be chain recurrent.

Hence we take chain recurrence to be our notion of indecomposability. The

problem is that the set of attractors of a flow is not closed under arbitrary

intersections, so there may be no minimal elements in this ordering by inclusion.

The remedy for this problem is just to include the sets formed by these intersec-

tions in the class of sets under consideration. Hence we introduce the notion of

quasi-attractor. A1 is a quasi-attractor if X is nonempty and can be realized as

H „ An where each An is an attractor. (Note that under this definition every

attractor is a quasi-attractor.) If the set of all quasi-attractors of a flow/is ordered

by inclusion, then minimal elements will always exist and will be chain recurrent.

Now we can reformulate Thorn's conjecture as follows:

Conjecture 1. For a residual subset of the set of Cr flows on M, D(f) is dense

in M, where D(f) is the union of the basins of the chain recurrent quasi-attractors.
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Some progress toward an affirmative answer to this conjecture is made in this

paper. In particular,

Theorem A (7.21). There is a residual subset, Ir, of the set of C flows, for any

r > 0, such that if f G Ir, then:

(a) Every attractor off is persistent.

(b) Every quasi-attractor of f is persistent.

(c) Every chain recurrent attractor of f persists as a chain recurrent attractor.

(d) Every chain recurrent quasi-attractor of f persists as a chain recurrent quasi-

attractor.

In terms of the density question we have defined an apparently weak property of

flows, called the generalized saddle property, and shown that it is equivalent to the

density of D(f). This property requires that whenever X is an /-invariant set whose

stable set has interior, then X contains a quasi-attractor.

Theorem B (6.5). The following are equivalent:

(a) / satisfies the generalized saddle property.

(b) The basins of the chain transitive quasi-attractors of f form a dense subset of M.

(c) The basins of the chain transitive quasi-attractors of f form a residual subset of

M.

Conjecture 2. The generalized saddle property is generic.

Note that Conjectures 1 and 2 are equivalent in light of Theorems A and B.

While we have been unable to either prove or disprove these conjectures in the

general case, the C° case follows as a corollary of Shub's density theorem [Shi].

Theorem C (6.12). There is a residual subset of the set of C ° flows on M, each flow

of which has the union of the basins of its chain transitive quasi-attractors forming a

residual subset of M.

In proving these results we introduce an analogue of the omega limit set, called

the chain-omega limit set, denoted Z(x). It is defined to be the maximal chain

transitive set containing the omega limit set of x; the exact definition is in 4.1. Like

the omega limit set, Z(x) is closed and invariant. It is a natural object to consider

when working with chain transitive quasi-attractors because x is in the basin of a

chain transitive quasi-attractor if and only if Z(x) is a quasi-attractor.

The major influences on this paper are Conley's work on chain recurrence and

attractors, and Takens' work on the tolerance stability conjecture. I should also

mention that it is purely for expository reasons that the results are stated in terms

of flows, as opposed to vector fields or diffeomorphisms, and that all of the main

results hold true in these other contexts.

The first three sections of this paper establish the basic facts and definitions. §4

presents the sets Z(x) described above. §5 contains preliminaries to Theorems A, B,

and C. In §6 Theorems B and C are proven, while Theorem A is proven in §7.

I thank my advisor, Clark Robinson, for his patient help over the past few years.

Thanks also to John Franks, Bob Williams, and Lai-Sang Young for their help, and

to Bob Devaney for starting it all.
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1. Definitions and basic facts.

A. Notation. Suppose A' is a topological space, y is a subset of X, x is a point in

X, and/is a flow on X ("flow" is defined in (vi) below).

(i) clos( Y) is the closure of Y in X.

(ii) int( Y) is the interior of Y in X.

(iii) 3 y is the topological boundary of Y in X, that is, 3 Y = clos( Y) — int( Y).

(iv) If d is a metric on X, then Ue(x) = {y G X\d(x,y) < e).

(v) R, R+, and R " stand for (- oo, oo), [0, oo) and (- oo, 0], respectively.

(vi) A flow/ on A" is a continuous (or smooth) map/: R X M -» M that satisfies

the group property in the first variable; that is, /(0, x) = x, and f(s + t, x) =

f(s, fit, x)) for all x in M and all í and t in /?.

(vii) 0(x), 0+(x), and 0~(x) respectively denote the orbit, forward orbit, and

backward orbit of x under/. In other words:

0(x) = {f(t,x)\tGR}.

0+(x) = {f(t,x)\tGR+).

0-(x) = {f(t,x)\tGR-}.

(viii) Given / and a point x in X, we can form the omega limit set of x,

u(x) = Dl>Q clos(/([i, oo), x)). If X is compact, u(x) is always nonempty. The

alpha limit set of x is defined analogously; a(x) = D(<0 clos(/(— oo, t], x).

(ix) A point x in X is called wandering for / if there is a neighborhood N of x

and a time t > 0 such that/([f, oo), N) C\ N = 0. Any point that is not wandering

is called nonwandering. The set of all nonwandering points of / will be denoted

ß(/). This set is closed, /-invariant, and contains every alpha and omega limit set.

B. Attractors. The central notion in this work is that of attractor. Our definition

is that used by Conley; that is, an attractor for / is a compact, nonempty,

/-invariant subset A of M, such that A has an open neighborhood U satisfying

n,>0f(t, U) = A. The basin of attraction of A, denoted B(A), is the set of all

points in M that approach A asymptotically under the forward flow; that is,

B(A) = {x G M\u(x) c A). If the neighborhood U of A described above is

chosen carefully, then B(A) = Ut<0f(t, c/)- (How to make this choice of U is

described in 1.6.) B(A) is open,/-invariant, and a neighborhood of A. Note that we

make no special assumptions about the action of the flow on the attractor; in

particular, the whole manifold is always an attractor for any flow on it.

Remarks. 1.1 If A, A' are attractors with A n A' =£ 0, then A r\ A' is an

attractor as well.

1.2 If A is an attractor and A = Ax u A2, with each A¡ compact and Ax n A2 =

0, then each A¡ is an attractor.

1.3 If A is an attractor and a(x) n A ¥= 0, then x £ A.

IA The number of attractors of/is countable.

1.5 If y is a hyperbolic periodic orbit in an attractor A, then the unstable

manifold of y is contained in A. See [N] or [S] for definitions.

The proofs of these remarks are easy and are omitted here; a general reference is

[C].
The following lemma shows that we can find neighborhoods of an attractor that

are "well behaved" under the flow.
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1.6 Lemma. If A is an attractor and e > 0, then there is an open set V satisfying:

(i)A cV c Ue(A).

(ii)nt>0f(t,clos(V)) = A.

(Hi) fit, V) c V for all t > 0.
(iv) If G is any neighborhood of A, then there is a constant n(G) > 0 such that

t > n(G) implies that fit, clos( V)) c G.

Proof. Let UQ be a defining open neighborhood of A and let U be open in M

and satisfy A g U G clos(t/) c U0. Define V = {x\0 +(x) C U}. Clearly A c V

C U, and F is mapped into itself under the forward flow of /, so (i)-(iii) are clear,

(iv) follows directly from (ii) and (iii), since they imply that

A =  fi /('> clos(F)) = lim fit, clos(F)),
1>0 '^°°

where we take this last limit in the Hausdorff topology (see l.C below for the

definition of this topology). All that remains is to show that V is open. We do this

by proving that its complement is closed. Let W = {x G clos(U)\0 +(x) n M — U

¥= 0). As M — V = W \j (M — U), it is enough to show that  W is closed.

Suppose that x„ G W, and xn —> x in M. Clearly x E clos( U). By assumption, there

are real numbers t„ > 0 with f(t„, x„) G M — U. There are two cases, depending

upon whether the sequence {tn } is bounded or not. If it is bounded, then by taking

a subsequence we may assume that /„ -» T > 0. Then/(T, x) = lim/(i„, xn) £ M

— U, and so x G W as required. The second case is when {/„} is unbounded.

Without loss of generality we may assume that these tn were chosen so that if

s G [0, /„), then/(s, xn) G U. If we denote f(tn, xn) byyn, we now know that:

(a) Each yn G 3 U, and

(b)f(-s,y„)G U for s G (0, Q.

By taking subsequences we may also assume that:

(c) lim tn = oo.

(d)yn converges to some point y E3/7.

Combining (b)-(d) we must conclude that O'(y) c clos(t/); that is, f(—t,y) G

clos(í/) for all t > 0, so y G fit, clos(í/)) for all t > 0. Then y £

ni>0f(t, clos(t/)) = A. However, our construction ensures that y G dU; since

A c int( U) this is a contradiction, so the second case can never occur. Hence we

conclude that W is closed, and so V is open.

We finish this subsection with the following definition:

1.7 Definition. Given a flow /, define a new flow f* by f*(t, x) = /( -1, x). f*

has the same orbits as /, but the direction of the flow lines is reversed. We say X is

a repellor for/ if it is an attractor for/*; its basin of repulsion is denoted B*(X)

and is defined to be the basin of attraction of X with respect to/*. Note that if A is

an attractor for/, then M — B(A) is a repellor and B*(M — B(A)) = M — A. For

a more detailed description, see [C].

C. The Hausdorff topology. Given a compact metric space (X, d), consider the set

FX composed of all the nonempty closed subsets of X. Given two sets Y and Y' in

FX, let dH(Y, Y') = inf{a > 0\Y c Ua(Y') and Y' C Ua(Y)}, where, as usual,

Ua(_ ) denotes the a-ball measured in d. dH is a metric on FX, called the Hausdorff
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metric. The topology it induces makes FX a compact space. For proofs of these

facts, see [Na, Chapter 0] or [K, §17].

Note that we may now add the empty set to FX just by making it an isolated

point; we can extend the definition of dH to this larger setting by defining

dH(0, 0) = 0, and for Y * 0, dH(Y, 0) = k, where

k > sap{d„(Z, Z')\Z, Z' G FX - {0}}.

In the sequel we assume this to be the definition of FX.

Two final remarks are in order. First, one can extend the definition of dH to all

subsets of M, although it is only a semimetric on this set, as, for example,

dH(X, clos(A)) = 0 for all X c M. Secondly, once this extension has been made, it

is not difficult to see that for any subsets X, Y of M,

dH(X, Y) = dH(M -X,M- Y).

D. Genericity. Recall that a subset of a complete metric space is called residual if

it can be realized as the intersection of a countable number of dense open sets. By

the Baire category theorem any residual subset of a complete metric space is dense

in that space. A property of flows is said to be C generic (r > 0) if it is true of a

residual subset of Fr(M), the set of C flows on M with the Cr compact-open

topology. (That is, two flows are close if they and their derivatives up to order r are

uniformly close on [— 1, 1] X M.) With this topology Fr(M) is a complete metric

space [Hi].

We denote the C metric on F'(M) by dr.

One way of describing residual sets is through the use of semicontinuous

functions.

1.8 Definition. Suppose (X¡, d¡) are metric spaces, / = 1 or 2, and that X2 is

compact. Let (FX2, dH) be the set of closed subsets of X2 equipped with the

Hausdorff metric. A map /: Xx -» FX2 is said to be upper semicontinuous at

x £ Xx if, given any number a > 0, there exists ß — ß(a, x) > 0 such that f(y) G

Ua(f(x)) whenever dx(x,y) < ß. The map /is lower semicontinuous at x if, given

a > 0, there is a ß > 0 such that/(x) c Ua(f(y)) whenever dx(x,y) < ß. The map

/ is said to be upper (lower) semicontinuous on Xx if it is upper (lower) semicon-

tinuous at x for all x in Xx. See [Na, Chapter 0] and [K, §18].

The importance of these notions for the study of generic properties is contained

in the following theorems.

1.9 Theorem. If X and Y are metric spaces with Y compact, and if f: X —* FY is

either upper or lower semicontinuous, then the set of continuity points off is a residual

subset of X.

Proof. See [Tal, Lemma 2.3].

1.10 Theorem. Suppose that X and Y are metric spaces with Y compact, and that

g: X X y-> R is continuous. Define g: X -* FY by g(x) = {y G Y\g(x,y) = 0}.

Then g is upper semicontinuous.
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Proof. See [Tal, Lemma 2.4].

1.11 Remark. Suppose A is a metric space and/is a map from X into R +. Let Y

be the one-point compactification of R +, and let / be the map from X into FY

defined by fix) = [0, fix)]. We say / is upper (lower) semicontinuous if / is. Note

that this agrees with the usual definition of semicontinuity for real-valued

functions, that is, / is upper semicontinuous at x if, whenever xn —» x, then

lim sup/(.*„) < fix), and / is lower semicontinuous at x if whenever xn -^ x,

lim inf f(xn) > fix). We define lower semicontinuity for functions into the extended

half-line, [0, oo], in the same way.

2. Chain recurrence.

2.1 Definition. An (e, tfchain for / is a sequence of orbit segments, {(/„},

n = 0, 1, . . . ,p, each one of the form G„ = /([0, /„), xn) and satisfying:

(i) t„ > t for every n.

(ii) d(f(tn, xn), x„+x) < E.

We say the chain goes through y if y G Gn for some n, we say the chain goes to^ if

y = xn for some n > I, and we say it comes from x0. Sometimes we omit explicit

reference to the i,'s and denote the chain as x0 —» xx —» • • • —* x .

2.2 Definition. The chain recurrent set for/, denoted CR(f), is the set {x\ for

each e > 0 and t > 0 there is an (e, r)-chain from x to x}. The definition of CR(f)

is due to Conley. The notion of (e, r)-chains has also been studied by many others,

including Anosov, Bowen, and Sinai. See p. 88 of [Bl] for a short discussion of the

history.

2.3 Remark. CR(f) is closed, invariant, and contains the nonwandering set [C].

2.4 Lemma. In the definition of CR(f) it suffices to fix t = 1.

Proof. Define h: R + -» R+ to be a strictly positive (but not necessarily

continuous) function that satisfies: d(x, y) < h(e) and 0</<2 imply that

d(f(t, x),f(t,y)) < {-e. We claim that:

(a)h(e)<\e.

(b) For any p > 1 and 1 < j < p, hp + \hp~j < hp~J. (hp(e) = h(hp'x(e));

h°(e) = e).

(c) If {(x¡, t¡)\i = 1, 2, ... ,p] is an (hp(e), l)-chain with each /, < 2, then

//t^./fi 'i.*i))<f-
The proofs of these claims are as follows:

(a) is clear from the definitions. The proof of (b) is by induction on/. For any

p > 1 and j = 1,

h" +!/,'-' = h(h"-x) +\h"-i <2{{hp-x) = h"-x   by (a).

Now suppose that we know the result for a given value of j and for allp >j; we

wish to then prove it for/ + 1 and all p >j + 1. If p = 1, there is nothing to
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prove; forp > 1, we have

h" + l2h"-(J+X) = h" + \h(p~l)-J <hp~x +{-h(p-x>-J

<n(p-\)-j = np-V+i\

where we have used the induction hypothesis to get the last inequality.

The proof of (c) is by induction on p. If p = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose

the result is known for a given p; we shall establish it for p + 1. Let {(x¡, t¡)\

i=l,2,...,p+l] be an (¿'"'"'(e), l)-chain; as hp + x(e) = hp(h(e)) we see that

{(*,, tt)\i = 1, 2, ... ,p) is an (hp(h(e)), l)-chain, so by the induction hypothesis

we have

(d) d(f(tp, xp)JÇZU t„ xx)) <\h(t).

Also, by definition of the chain,

(e) d(f(tp, xp), xp + x)< h"(e).

Adding (d) and (e), we see that

dU+x,Á t  '„ *.)) <hp(e) + jh(e).

Up > 1, then (b) applies to show that this last expression is less than h(e). Up = I,

replace inequality (d) by equality (d'): d(f(tx, xx),f(tx, xj) =0, and we still get

d(x2,f(tx, xx)) < hp(e) = h(e). In either case, we now use the definition of h(e) to

conclude that d(f(tp+x, xp+x),f(Zplx tt, xx)) <\e.

Now we prove the lemma. Let x be a point such that for every 8 > 0 there is a

(8, l)-chain from x to x, and let e and s > 0 be given. We shall construct an

(e, s)-chain from x to itself. Let p be the greatest integer in s + 1 and let 8 = hp(e).

Let {(x„ r,)|i = 1, 2, . . . , kp + r) be an (hp(e), l)-chain with k > 0, 0 < r <p and

each /, < 2. (We can always get such a chain with arbitrary /,.; from this original

chain we can get one of the desired type merely by partitioning any longer interval

[0, t¡) into pieces of the desired length.) By concatenating this chain p times we can

assume r = 0. Now by (c), d(f(2p=, ti? x,), f(tp, xp)) < ±e; also, d(f(tp, xp), xp+,) <

hp(e) <{e. Thus (x, 2?=, *,)-> xp+x is an (e, s)-chain (Sf_, t¡ >p > s). Similarly,

for any/ = 0, 1, 2, . .. k, (xjp+ „ 2^'^, /,) -+ xu+X)p+x is an (e, s)-chain, and thus

x = xx -^ xp+, -^ x2p +1 ̂ > • • • -♦ xkp+, = x is an (e, s)-chain from x to x. Hence

x is chain recurrent and the lemma is proven.

2.5 Definition. A nonempty set V is said to be (e, l)-chain transitive if for all

x,y in V there are (e, l)-chains from x through .y and fromj> through x. We say V

is chain transitive if it is (e, l)-chain transitive for all e > 0.

2.6 Definition. A maximal chain transitive set is called a chain component. (Here

maximal means maximal by inclusion.) Note that chain components are compact

and invariant. Similarly, for e > 0, a maximal (e, l)-chain transitive set is called an

(e, l)-chain component.

2.7 Remark. If X is connected and chain recurrent, then X is chain transitive.

The reason for our interest in chain recurrence is that it is a natural notion of

"indecomposability" for attractors. The reason for this is the following theorem of

C. Conley.
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2.8 Theorem (Conley). CR(f) = D {A U (M - B(A))\A is an attractor for /}.

Proof. [C, p. 37].

2.9 Remark. In particular, Conley's theorem tells us the following: If we define a

partial ordering on the set of attractors of / by A < A' if and only if A G A', then

minimal elements in this ordering will be chain components off.

Proof. Suppose A is minimal and let x £ A. If x is not chain recurrent, then the

theorem asserts the existence of an attractor A' such that x G B(A') — A'. Thus

os(x) G A'. As A is closed, invariant and contains x, u(x) g A as well. Thus

A n A'¥= 0; by 1.1 and minimality, we have A G A' and so contradict the

assumption that x £ A'. This shows that A c CR(f). Using 1.2 it is easy to see

that minimality implies that A is connected. Finally, 2.7 apphes to show that A is

chain transitive.

2.10 Remark. These results give a description of the attractors that are minimal

in this ordering. However, there may be no minimal elements in this ordering for a

given flow. The remedy for this problem is to extend the class of sets under

consideration; this extension will be discussed in the next section.

3. Quasi-attractors.

3.1 Definition. A quasi-attractor for/is a compact, nonempty,/-invariant set X

of the form X = C]n A„, with each An an attractor off.

Note that under this definition, "quasi-attractor" is a more general notion than

"attractor". That is, every attractor is a quasi-attractor. The converse of this

statement is false, as the following simple example shows.

3.2 Example. View Sx as the one-point compactification of Rx. Put a source at

infinity, and for each n = 0, 1, 2 . . . , a sink at 1/(2« + 1), and a source at

1 /(2n + 2). The origin is a quasi-attractor but not an attractor.

-H—4>f^->-H-
0        1/4   1/3    1/2 j

Figure 3.2

3.3 Remark. If we order the set of all quasi-attractors of/by inclusion (see 2.10),

then minimal elements will exist and will be chain transitive. That is, every

quasi-attractor contains a chain transitive quasi-attractor.

Proof. Since any nonempty intersection of quasi-attractors is a quasi-attractor,

Zorn's Lemma applies to show the existence of the minimal elements. The proof

that they are chain transitive follows the same lines as the proof in 2.9.

In the remainder of this section we describe some of the differences between

attractors and quasi-attractors.

3.4 Remark. The number of quasi-attractors of / is not necessarily countable

(compare with 1.4). For example, let Rx be a square in the plane and suppose the

flow takes it into its interior in forward time. Inside Rx there are two more squares,

R12 and Rxx, and a saddle not contained in either, as indicated in the diagram

below.
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As indicated in the diagram, we assume that each of the smaller squares is also

mapped into its interior; we also assume that the flow on the interior of each of

these squares is exactly the same as the flow on /?,. At the nth stage of this

construction, we will have 2" squares, each mapped into itself. The intersection of

all the forward iterates of a given square will be an attractor; taking intersections of

nested sequences of these attractors gives quasi-attractors that are not attractors. It

is not hard to see that the set of all these quasi-attractors is a Cantor set lying on

the horizontal axis, and that each point of this Cantor set is a fixed point of /and a

quasi-attractor. Note that this example is essentially one dimensional; we have

defined it in the plane for ease of description.

3.5 Remark. A quasi-attractor is an attractor if and only if it is isolated in the

chain recurrent set in the following sense: There exists a neighborhood U of the

quasi-attractor X such that U n CR(f) G X.

In particular, suppose we have a sequence of attractors, {An}, with An+X G An

for each n. Then C\ An is an attractor if and only if there is a number n' such that

■d-rf = ^n'+l  = -^rí+2 —   ■ ■ ■ ■

Now we show that quasi-attractors occur quite frequently in dynamical systems.

The first result in this direction is the following theorem, which is merely a

translation of work of S. Newhouse into the present setting.

3.6 Theorem (Newhouse). If dim M > 3 and r > 2, then there is a second

category subset S (that is, S is a residual subset of an open set) of the set of C flows

on M, each flow of which has a quasi-attractor that is not an attractor.

Proof. Newhouse's work shows that there is a second category set S, each flow

of which has an infinite number of periodic sources [Ne2]. For f G S, list these

sources {y„}. Let B(yn) denote the basin of repulsion of y„. Let Ak = M —

U*_I B(yn), so each Ak is an attractor, and Ak+X G_ Ak for each k. By Remark 3.5,

H Ak is a quasi-attractor but not an attractor.

In a later section, (5.8), we shall strengthen this theorem. We close this section

with a definition.

3.7 Definition. If A is a quasi-attractor, we define the basin of X, B(X) = {x £

M|w(x) c A). Note that in contrast to the basin of an attractor, the basin of a

quasi-attractor may not be open.
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4. Other limit sets. In this section we define and describe sets that are analogues

of the omega limit sets but defined in terms of the notions of chain recurrence.

4.1 Definition. For x G M, let Z(x) = {y\ for each e > 0 and each z G u(x),

there is an (e, l)-chain from z toy and from y to z). In other words, Z(x) is the

chain component of R that contains o(x). This set is related to what Conley calls

the chain-limit set; see 5.5 for the definition of this set and a discussion of the

differences between the two.

4.2 Remark. For each x, Z(x) is nonempty, closed, /-invariant and chain

transitive.

The proofs are immediate.

4.3 Definition. An even larger version of the limit set is obtained from the

definition of Z(x) by requiring the existence of (e, l)-chains only for e larger than

some predetermined constant e0. To be precise, define Z(x, e0) = {y £ M\

whenever z G oj(x), then there are (e0, l)-chains from y to z and from z toy). In

other words, Z(x, e0) is the maximal (cq, l)-chain transitive set containing w(x).

4.4 Remark, (i) For each e > 0, Z(x, e) is open and Z(x) c Z(x, e).

(ii) C\e>QZ(x, e) = Z(x).

(iii) For a given e > 0, there are only finitely many distinct Z(x, e)'s.

The properties outlined in 4.4 are the heart of the advantage gained by using the

sets Z(x, e) as approximations of the sets Z(x). In addition, because these limit sets

contain the nonwandering set and obey a transitivity condition (two of the Z(x, e)'s

for a given £ are either disjoint or identical), one can estabhsh the following.

4.5 Theorem. Let f be a continuous flow on a compact space X. Then there is a

residual subset J of X, such that at every point of J the map x -» Z(x) is upper

semicontinuous. That is, given a > 0, there is ß > 0 such that d(x, y) < ß implies

Z(y) g ua(Z(x)).

Since we will not use 4.5 in the remainder of this paper, we omit the proof.

5. Admissible sequences and filtrations. In the first part of this section we give an

alternate characterization of chain transitive quasi-attractors; in the second part we

discuss ways of finding attractors using the notion of filtration and Conley's related

concept of Morse decomposition [C]. In the final part we give a characterization of

the flows that have quasi-attractors that are not attractors.

A. Admissible sequences.

5.1 Definition. An admissible sequence for/ is a finite, ordered set of chain

components, A"0, Xx, X2, . . ., Xk, with k > 1, satisfying: for each e > 0 and /' =

0, 1,2, . . . , k — I, there is an (e, l)-chain from A, to Xi+X, and X¡ =é X¡+,.

5.2 Remark. All of the chain components A, in an admissible sequence are

distinct.

Proof. It clearly suffices to show XQ ̂  Xk; if k = 1 this is by definition; if k > 1

and A"0 = Xk, then all of the A, would have to be identical because of the

maximality in the definition of chain component.

5.3 Lemma. A chain component X is a quasi-attractor if and only if no admissible

sequence begins with X.
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Proof, (i) Suppose A" is a quasi-attractor; let Y = {x\ for each e > 0, there is an

(e, l)-chain from X through x}. We shall show Y = X. Let Xn be a sequence of

attractors decreasing to X, that is, Xn+X c Xn and D„ A„ = X. Let r > 0 be given.

Choose «0 such that n > n0 implies that X„ c i/r(A"). As Xn is an attractor, there is

a constant e > 0 such that every (e, l)-chain starting in Xn stays in Ur(X„). It

follows that A c y C U2r(Xn); as r was arbitrary, Y = X.

(ii) Assume that no admissible sequence begins with A. Let Yk = {*| there is a

(\/k, l)-chain from X through x). Now note:

(a) As no admissible sequence begins with X, f) k Yk = X.

(b) Each Yk is forward invariant. This is because of the use of chains "through"

x in the definition of Yk.

(c) For t > 1, Ux/k(f(t, Yk)) c Yk. (If / > 1, then anything in the (l/A:)-ball

about fit, Yk) can be reached via a (l/k, l)-chain from Yk and hence from A".)

(d) By (b) and (c), if we define Ak = (~]l>0f(t, Yk), then each Ak is an attractor

and contains A, as X is invariant.

(e) By (a) and (d), A c Dk Ak c Dk Yk = A", so X = (~) k Ak is a quasi-

attractor.

B. Filtrations.

5.4 Definition. A filtration, '311, for/on M is a finite sequence of submanifolds

with boundary, 0 = M0 c Mx G ■ • ■ G Mk G Mk + X = M, satisfying:

(a)/(r, Af,) c int Af,. for all t > 0 and 0 < i < k + 1.

(b) n,eÄ/(/, M,. - A/,.,) =def L(Af,) * 0

The limit set of the filtration is L(9H) =def U f_i ¿(Af,).

We say that one filtration, <D\i', refines a second, 91L, if for every Afy E 911',

there is Mm G 91L with L(MJ) c L(Mm).
5.5 Definition. For x in Af, the chain hmit set of x (with respect to /), is

CL(x) = {y\ for each e > 0, there is an (e, l)-chain from x through y). See [C].

Similarly, for e > 0, define CjL(x, e) to be the set of all points y in Af such that

there is an (e, l)-chain from x through y. This is not exactly the same definition as

the one used by Conley [C]; his definition results in a slightly smaller set. More

important in the current context is the difference between these sets and the sets

Z(x) and Z(x, e) defined in 4.1 and 4.3. For example, if p is a fixed saddle for/,

and is isolated in CR(f), then Z(p) = {p], but CL(p) contains the unstable

manifold of p as well (and more).

5.6 Lemma. Suppose {A,}, / = 1, 2, . . . , n, is a collection of pairwise disjoint,

closed, nonempty, f-invariant sets whose union contains CR(f). If we say A, < A, //

and only if A, c CL(Xf), then < defines a partial ordering of (A",} and so can be

extended to a linear ordering.

Proof. If both A, c CL(Xf) and A} c CL(A,), then either i = j, or A", u A} c

CR(f). If /' ¥=j, it is easy to see that whenever a chain component meets either A,

or Xj, then it is contained in their intersection. As this intersection is assumed to be

empty, it follows that * =/ and so the relation < is antisymmetric. It is clearly

transitive, and is reflexive since we are looking at chains "through" points rather
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than "to" points. (See 2.1 for the definition.) Thus < defines a partial ordering. As

there are only finitely many A",'s in the ordering, extending to a total ordering is a

standard argument which we do not reproduce here.

We now state a result of Conley in the language of filtrations. (See [C, Chapter I,

§8]-)

5.7 Theorem. Given a flow on Af, there is a sequence of filtrations, <Ü\Lj = {MJ\

0 < i < k(j) + 1), such that D, L(%) = CR(f) and %+x refines % for eachj.

C. Sufficient conditions for the existence of nontrivial quasi-attractors.

5.8 Theorem. The following are equivalent:

(a) f has an infinite number of attractors.

(b)f has an infinite number of chain components.

(c) / has a quasi-attractor that is not an attractor.

Proof, (c) implies (a) by 3.5.

To see that (a) implies (b), note that every attractor meets CR(f) and is locally

isolated in CR(f) (since CR(f) n B(A) = CR(f) n A), so an infinite number of

attractors implies an infinite number of chain components.

Finally we show that (b) implies (c). Let c5*TLy be the sequence of filtrations

constructed in 5.7; as before denote 91^ = {Af/}. As CR(f) c U, L(Mf), and

there are only finitely many Af/'s for a given/, we see that one of the Af/'s must

contain an infinite number of chain components. Hence we proceed inductively, à

la Bolzano-Weierstrass. Choose Af f E 911, such that L(Aff) contains infinitely

many chain components and such that if L(M[) also contains infinitely many chain

components, then Aff c Af¡. Given Mf E <D1L/, choose Afj*+1 £ (JilJ+x with Afj*+1

C Mf, infinitely many chain components in L(Mf+x) and Afj*+1 minimal among all

Af/+1 that satisfy these first two properties. Now recall that if we define Af =

n,>0/(/, Mf), then Af is an attractor of/; moreover, Af+X c Af for all/. In fact

there is a subsequence of {Af) for which strict inclusion holds, that is, Af ¥^Af+x.

(This is because any two chain components are separated by ^lL for all large/.)

Now 3.5 applies to show that Dj Af is a quasi-attractor that is not an attractor.

5.9 Remark. A. Lopes has some results in the direction of showing that a

structurally stable system has only finitely many attractors. In particular, he shows

that such a system has only finitely many hyperbohc attractors, and from this

concludes that if the dimension of Af is two, then there are only finitely many

attractors and hence no nontrivial quasi-attractors. See [Lo].

6. Density of basins. In this section we discuss sufficient conditions for the

density of the basins of the chain transitive quasi-attractors. The most general of

these conditions is the generalized saddle property, which says that a chain

transitive invariant set that contains the omega limit set of an open set must be a

quasi-attractor. The choice of the name of this property is motivated by the

analogous situation for hyperbolic fixed points: if p is a hyperbohc fixed point

whose stable manifold has interior, then p is a sink. In particular, the following

type of behavior is ruled out.
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Figure 6.0

6.1 Definition. We say / satisfies the generalized saddle property if whenever X

is a compact,/-invariant set with int{x E Af|w(x) n X J= 0} =£ 0, then there is a

quasi-attractor A g X. (For completeness, one should also require that X contain a

quasi-repellor any time int{x E M\a(x) c A"} ¥^ 0, but such a requirement is not

necessary for what follows.)

6.2 Lemma. Let X = DnAn be a chain transitive quasi-attractor and let e > 0 be

given. Then there is a value n0 such that if Y = D"°_x An, then Y is an (e, Yfchain

transitive attractor.

Proof. Any such Y is an attractor by 1.1. Now let x £ X and consider Z(x, e).

This set is (e, l)-chain transitive by definition (see 4.3), and is a neighborhood of

Z(x) = X by 4.4. Because C\kn_xAn approaches X in the Hausdorff topology as k

goes to infinity, we can find n0 to satisfy H "°_ x An c Z(x, e) and so Y will be

(e, l)-chain transitive as required.

6.3 Definition. Given a flow/, let D(f) denote the union of the basins of all the

chain transitive quasi-attractors of/. In other words, D(f) = (x|w(x) is contained

in a chain transitive quasi-attractor of/}. For e > 0, let Dt(f) denote the union of

the basins of the (e, l)-chain transitive attractors.

6.4 Remarks, (i) Every (e, l)-chain transitive quasi-attractor is contained in an

(e, l)-chain transitive attractor, so we lose nothing by considering only attractors in

the definition of Dc(f); in particular, De(f) is open.

wne>0De(f) = D(f).
(iii) If / is an Axiom A flow, then clos(De(f)) = Af for all e > 0.

Proof, (i) follows from 6.2. To establish (ii), it suffices to show that C\Dx/„(f) c

D(f). If x G H Dx/n(f), then for each n there is a (\/n, l)-chain transitive

attractor A„ with w(x) c An. Hence <o(jc) G (~) A„ which is clearly a chain transi-

tive quasi-attractor, so that x E D(f). (iii) follows from 5.5 and 5.6 of [BR].

6.5 Theorem. The following are equivalent:

(a) f satisfies the generalized saddle property.

(b) D(f) is dense in M.

(c) D(f) is residual in M.

Proof. That (c) implies (b) implies (a) is trivial. We shall complete the proof by

showing that (a) implies (c). We claim that each Dx/„(f) is dense in Af. Putting off

the proof of this claim for the moment, we use it to prove the theorem. As each

Dx/n(f) is open and dense, D Dx/n(f) is residual in M, and, by 6.4(h), so is D(f).

Proof of the claim. If some Dx/n(f) were not dense, then its complement is

closed, invariant and has nonempty interior. Denote the complement by Xn. By the
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generalized saddle property, there is a quasi-attractor in Xn; using nhnimality (see

3.3) we see that there is a chain transitive quasi-attractor Yn in X„. Applying the

last lemma for e E (0, l/n), we get a (l/n, l)-chain transitive attractor that

contains Yn and so intersects Xn = M - Dx/n(f). This is absurd, and so we have

the proof of the claim and thus the theorem.

6.6 Corollary. // / satisfies the generalized saddle property and every quasi-

attractor of f is an attractor, then f has a finite number of chain transitive attractors

whose basins are dense in M.

Proof. 5.8 shows that if every quasi-attractor of /is an attractor, then/has only

finitely many attractors.

The proof of the theorem shows that if we are only concerned with (e, l)-chain

transitive attractors for a given e > 0, then we can conclude that their basins are

dense in Af, since we have shown that each De(f) is open and dense.

6.7 Corollary. Iff satisfies the generalized saddle property and e > 0, then f has

a finite number of (e, l)-chain transitive attractors whose basins form an open, dense

subset of M.

6.8 Corollary. Suppose f satisfies the following property: Whenever X is a

compact invariant set that meets the omega limit set of every point in an open set in

M, then there is a chain transitive quasi-attractor of f, A, such that A n X =£ 0.

Then D(f) is dense in M.

Proof. The property just described is precisely what we used the generalized

saddle property to obtain in the proof of 6.5.

Next we are going to give the proof of Theorem C. First we establish a few

lemmas that are necessary for this proof.

6.9 Lemma. Suppose A is compact, invariant, and (e, l)-chain transitive. Then there

exist constants e' < e and a > 0 such that Ua(A) is (e', l)-chain transitive.

Proof. We begin by showing that there is an e' < e such that A is (e', l)-chain

transitive.

(i) Choose 8 > 0 such that d(x, y) < 8 and \t\ < 1 imply that

d(f(t,x),f(t,y))<x2z.

(ii) Choose a finite, S-dense subset of A, X.

(iii) Choose a finite (e, l)-chain {(x¿, t¡)\i = 0, 1, . . . ,p} satisfying x0 = xp and

X C {*,.}.

(iv) Let e0 = max{|e, d(f(t¡, x¡), xi+x)}, where / goes from 0 to p — 1. By the

definition of an (e, l)-chain, it is clear that e0 < e, so define e' = |(e + £„)• Now, if

y and z are in A, we can choose Xj and xk in X to satisfy d(xp fil,y)) < 8 and

d(xk,f(— 1, z)) < 8. Then: y —> Xj; -» • • • -» xk —» z is an (e', l)-chain, where the

chain from Xj to xk is obtained from the periodic (e'( l)-chain described in (iii).

Thus A is (e', l)-chain transitive.

(v) Finally, by arguing as in part (i), we can choose a > 0 such that d(x, y) <a

and \t\ < 1 imply d(f(t, x),f(t,y)) <e'. It follows immediately that Ua(A) is

(e', l)-chain transitive.
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6.10 Lemma. The maps Fr(M) -» FAf (r > 0) defined by f -» clos(Dt(f)) (e > 0)

are all lower semicontinuous.

Proof. Suppose A is an (e, l)-chain transitive attractor of / By 6.9, there are

constants e' < e and an arbitrarily small a > 0 such that Ua(A) is (e', l)-chain

transitive for/. Now, if g is Cr close enough to/, we have

(i) g has an attractor A(g) with A(g) c Ua(A) and 5(y4) c i/a(.B(/l(g))).

(ii) Ua(A) is (e, l)-chain transitive for g.

It follows that A(g) is an (e, l)-chain transitive attractor for g, and so that

B(A(g)) C Dt(g).
From the compactness of Af and the fact that / has at most countably many

attractors, we see that there are finitely many attractors of/, Ax, . . . , Ak, such that

De(f) G Ua((Jka=x B(Af). Applying the preceding argument to each of the Afs, we

see that if g is sufficiently close to/, then g has attractors Afg), each (e, l)-chain

transitive, and B(Af) G Ua(B(Aj(g))). Hence,

Dc(f) G Ua(UB(AJ)) G i/2a(Uß(4(g))) C U3a(De(g)),

and so clos(De(f)) c U^clo^D^g))). As a can be taken arbitrarily small, this

proves the lemma.

6.11 Definition. Let H = n„ {continuity points of clos(£>,/„(_))}, so that H is

residual.

6.12 Theorem. C° generically the basins of the chain transitive quasi-attractors are

residual in M.

Proof. By 6.11 it suffices to show that D(f) is residual in Af for / in H. By [O]

we can choose Axiom A flows fk with fk converging to / in the C° topology. By

6.4(iii), clos(Di/n(fk)) = M for all n and all k. As / is assumed to be in Af,

clos(/),/„(/)) = Af for all n. Thus Dx/n(f) is open and dense in Af, so (~)n Dx/n(f)

is residual in Af. That D Dx/n(f) = D(f) was established in 6.4(ii).

6.13 Remark. C° generically a flow has quasi-attractors other than attractors.

Proof. Combine parts (d) and (h) of Theorem 1 of [PP].

Next we describe a property of flows that is stronger than the generalized saddle

property, but one that has been the object of some attention in the study of

dynamical systems.

6.14 Definition. We say/has the weak shadowing property if: Whenever x,y are

in Af and for each e > 0 there is an (e, l)-chain from x through y, then there are

sequences xn —> x,yn -^y, and tn > 0 such that/(/„, xf) — yn. In other words, given

any x in Af and>> E CL(x), there are orbit segments that go from arbitrarily near x

to arbitrarily near>>. (CL(x) was defined in 5.5.)

6.15 Remark. The usual shadowing property that has been studied in the past is

defined as follows: Given any 8 > 0, there is a value e > 0 such that any

(e, l)-chain can be 5-shadowed; that is, there is an actual /-orbit that traces it

within 8. (See [Bl], for example.) The chief difference in the definitions of the two

shadowing properties is that the weak shadowing property is concerned only with

tracing from x toy when one can get from x toy via an (t, l)-chain for any e > 0
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and asserts nothing about tracing of arbitrary (e, l)-chains for any particular e > 0.

To what degree the differences in the two definitions are cosmetic rather than real

is of no real concern here, and we shall say nothing more about it.

6.16 Corollary. If f has the weak shadowing property, then it has the variant of

the generalized saddle property described in 6.8, and so D(f) is dense.

Proof. Suppose / has shadowing and A is a compact, /-invariant set that

contains the omega limit set of every point in U, where U is open in Af. For e > 0

consider the collection of Z(x, e)'s for x in U. By 4.4(iii) this is a finite collection. It

inherits a total ordering from 5.6. If the minimal element under this ordering is not

an attractor, then we get a contradiction to shadowing by using the arguments of

5.3 as follows: Let Z(x, e) be this minimal element, where x G U; if Z(x, e) is not

an attractor then there is an (e, l)-chain component Y that intersects C(x) —

Z(x, e). By the definition of the ordering Y n A = 0. One can show that no orbit

goes from a compact neighborhood of x in U to within a small neighborhood of Y.

As we have shown that Y n CL(x) ?t0we thereby contradict the weak shadow-

ing property. Thus Z(x, e) must be an attractor. It is clear from the definition of

the ordering that if e' is smaller than e, and Z(x', e') is the corresponding minimal

element of {Z(y, e')\y G (/}, then Z(x', e') c Z(x, e). It follows that the intersec-

tion of these minimal elements for all e > 0 is nonvoid and intersects X; clearly

this intersection is a chain transitive quasi-attractor. Thus the property described in

6.8 holds for/and so we conclude that D(f) is dense.

6.17 Remark. The use of the basins of the chain transitive quasi-attractors

instead of the basins of the chain transitive attractors is necessary in 6.16 as

Example 3.2 shows. As this example also satisfies the generalized saddle property

we see that the consideration of quasi-attractors is necessary in 6.5 as well.

7. Persistence of attractors. As mentioned in the introduction, we would like the

attractors that we are studying to be "stable" under perturbations of the flow. That

is, given an attractor A for /, and a flow g near /, we want to know that g has an

attractor A(g) that is near A in some sense. In what follows we describe a weak

form of stability, but one that is possessed by a C generic set of flows for every

r > 0.

7.1 Definition. An attractor A for/ is called C-persistent if whenever/, is a

sequence of flows converging to/in the C topology, then each/, has an attractor

An and An approaches A in the Hausdorff topology. Recall that we denote the Cr

metric on Fr(M) by dr, and the Hausdorff metric on FM by dH.

7.2 Remark. This definition, and much of the work in this section, is related to

the work of Takens on the tolerance stability conjecture. See [Tal] and [Ta2].

7.3 Remark. Persistence is a relatively weak condition, much weaker than the

notions of structural or topological stability described in the introduction. How-

ever, as mentioned above, it is a property that holds for all attractors of each flow

in a C-residual subset of Fr(M) for every r > 0, while these stronger properties do

not.
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7.4 Remark. Persistence is not an open condition. For example, any point

attractor is necessarily persistent, as we shall see; however, if the point is not

hyperbolic, then there will be nearby maps whose corresponding attractors are not

persistent. (Expand the sink to be a small attracting disk that is composed entirely

of fixed points.)

7.5 Lemma. Let ÍP denote the Cx-residual set of flows that are Kupka-Smale and

have their periodic orbits dense in their nonwandering sets. (See [P], [S] and [N].)

Suppose f G 1? and A is a chain transitive attractor for f with A c ß(/)- Then A is

persistent.

Proof. Let Hk denote the set of periodic orbits off that are contained in A and

that persist under C1 perturbations of size l/k. (By this we mean that y is in Hk if

there is a neighborhood, N(y), of y in Af such that whenever g is C1 — (l/A:)-close

to /, then there is a homeomorphism h, from N(y) into Af, such that h is

C° — (l/A:)-close to the inclusion and such that f = h~x ° g ° h on N(y).) Then

Hk g Hk+X for all k, and each periodic orbit of / in A is contained in one of the

Hk's. (This is Hartman's theorem; see [H] or [N].) Now suppose/, approaches/in

the C1 topology. Let U be open in Af and satisfy A c U c clos(í/) c B(A) and

fil, clos(f7)) c U. As we shall describe in detail in 7.7, it is possible to pick n0 such

that whenever n > n0, there is an attractor A„ = n,>0f„(t, clos(t/)) of/„. Let Hj/^

be the periodic orbits of /„ corresponding to orbits in Hk. Note that Hkin) ap-

proaches Hk in the Hausdorff topology as n goes to infinity. Moreover, for each

value of k = 1, 2, 3, ... , there is an nk such that Hjf^ c An. Thus for each k we

have

Hk = lim Hin) = lim inf Hkn) c lim inf An,
n n

and hence U k Hk c lim inf An. Finally, because lim inf An is closed, it contains

clos( U k Hk) = A. It is not hard to see that A d hm sup An (we prove this below in

7.7). Therefore lim A„ exists and is equal to A (taking this limit in the Hausdorff

topology on FM).

7.6 Remark. If / is Kupka-Smale, the periodic orbits off are dense in ß(/), and

A is a Thom attractor for / (an attractor with a dense orbit), then A is chain

transitive, and persistent by 7.5.

7.7 Lemma. Suppose A is an attractor off, and fn -»/ C. Let U be an open set in

M with A G U G clos((7) c B(A). Then there is an nQ such that for n > /Jq, fn has

an attractor An with An G U c clos( U) G B(An). Moreover, lim sup AnG A and

B(A) G lim inf B(An).

Proof. Let e > 0 be small enough that Ue(A) c U. Using Lemma 1.6 we can

choose an open set G G Ue(A) that is forward invariant and satisfies fil, clos(G))

C G. Then there is an integer nx such that n > nx implies that/„(l, clos(G)) c G as

well. Define V„ = /„([0, 1], G) and V'n = /„([0, 1], clos(G)). Clearly Vn is open, V'n is

closed, and V„ c V'n for all n; in fact, clos(K„) = V'n. In addition, we have

(A)/„(l, V'n)G V„ for n>nx.

(B)fn(t, V„) G Vn for all / > 0 and n > «,.
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(C)A„ =def D/>0/(i, (KÏ) is an attractor when n > «,.

Thus far in the proof we have constructed attractors An which for large n satisfy

An G Ue(A) G U; by letting e go to 0 we see that lim sup A„ c A. It remains to

show that clos(i/) c B(A„) for all large n and that B(A) c lim inf B(An). Note that

the latter inclusion follows from the former as we can choose a sequence of open

sets Uj G B(A) whose closures converge to clos(B(A)) in the Hausdorff topology.

The proof that clos(C7) c B(An) for all large n is also easy. Using Lemma 1.6

choose a subset L of U that is open and forward invariant. The lemma also gives us

a constant T(L) > 0 such that/(r, clos(C/)) c L for t > T(L). As in the first part

of this proof, we can find n2 > 0 such that n > n2 imphes that/, has an attractor An

with An G L G B(An). There is also a constant n3, depending upon T(L), such that

f„(T(L), clos(t/)) G G G B(An) for n > max(«2, n3). As B(An) is invariant under/,,

we conclude that clos(í/) c B(An) for all large n.

7.8 Definition. Suppose that U is a nonempty, open subset of Af. Let gu be a

map from Fr(M) into FM defined by

Af    if no attractor A of / satisfies

(f)_ A g U G dos(U) G B(A),
8u"'       A     if A is an attractor of/with

A gU gcIos(U) G B(A).

7.9 Lemma. Each map gv is upper semicontinuous.

Proof. Suppose/, -»/. If gv(f) = Af, then upper semicontinuity at/is trivial. If

gu(f) = A =£ M, then using 7.7 we see that for all large n, grj(f„) = A„ and

lim sup AnG A.

7.10 Lemma. There is a countable family, %, of open subsets of M with the property

that if K and K' are disjoint closed subsets of Af, then there is a U in % with K c U

and clos(f7)n K' = 0.

Proof. This is no more than the fact that a compact manifold has a countable

basis for its topology.

7.11 Theorem. There is a residual set C in the set of C flows in the C topology

(r > 0) such that /EC implies that every attractor of f is persistent.

Proof. Let % = {c/}°l, be the family of open sets of 7.10, ordered in some

way. By 7.9 and 1.9 if we let C, denote the set of continuity points of ga, then each

C, is residual in Fr(M) and therefore C = def f), Q is also residual.

It remains to show that if /is in C and A is an attractor for/, then A is persistent.

We will accomplish this by showing that if/has a nonpersistent attractor A, then

f & Cn for some n. We proceed as follows: As A and Af — B(A) are closed and

disjoint, 7.10 shows that we can choose some Í7, in % with A g Uj G clos(Uf) c

B(A). If A is not persistent, then there is a sequence/, approaching/such that each

/„ has an attractor A„, and these attractors satisfy

(ï)An g Uj g clos(Uj) G B(An) for all n, and
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(ü) {An} converges to X in the Hausdorff topology, where A" is a proper subset of

A.

Thus gVj(fH) = A„ and lim„ gVj(fn) = X ¥= A = gvff), and so/ £ C}.

7.12 Theorem. There is a residual subset C* of Fr(M)for each r > 0, such that if

f £ C*, A is an at tractor for f, and f„ —»/ in Fr(M), then there are at tractors Anfor

f„ with An^> A and B(An) approaches B(A) in the Hausdorff topology.

Proof. Let C be the set described in 7.11, and define C* by C* = {/|/ E C and

f* G C), where/* is the flow we get from/by reversing the time parametrization

(f*(t, x) = /(— t, x); see 1.7). The theorem follows once we note that if A is any

attractor of /, then Af — B(A) is an attractor of /*, so (using 7.7) we see that

Af — B(An) converges to Af — B(A). As remarked in l.C this is equivalent to the

convergence of B(An) to B(A), in the sense that limn dH(B(An), B(A)) = 0.

7.13 Corollary. /// £ C*, {fn}™„x is a sequence in Fr(M) withfn -»/, andX is

a quasi-attractor for f, then each /„ has a quasi-attractor X„ such that Xn —» X.

Proof. Let X = (~)k Ak; we can assume dH(X, Ak) < l/k for each k. As

/ £ C*, for each k there is a sequence of attractors A^ -» Ak. Hence for each k

there is a constant N(k) such that if n > N(k), then d^A^, Ak) < l/k. We can

(and do) assume that N(k + 1) > N(k) for each k. Let Xn = A$n) where

K( ) = Í suP{k\N(k) <n<N(k + 1)}     for n > N(l),

W      [l forn<N(l).

Now we complete the proof by showing A„ -^> X. The definitions ensure that

n > N(K(n)) for each n > n(l), and so

dH(Xn, X) < dH(Xn, AK(n)) + dH(AKin), X)

< dH(A»«n), A«n)) + l/K(n) < 2/K(n)^0

as « —* oo. The convergence of the basins is similar.

Thus far we have shown that, generically, attractors and quasi-attractors persist.

However, the main objects of concern are the chain transitive attractors and

quasi-attractors. We would like to know that they persist as chain recurrent

quasi-attractors. We shall in fact prove this in 7.15 and 7.20. We begin with a

simple observation.

7.14 Remark. Let A be a compact, nonempty,/-invariant set that contains every

chain component that it meets (for example, let X be an attractor). Then X is chain

transitive if and only if it contains only one chain component.

7.15 Theorem. For any r > 0, there is a residual subset Tr of Fr(M) with the

property that iff G Tr and A is a chain transitive attractor for f, then each sufficiently

nearby flow g has a chain transitive attractor Ag such that Ag approaches A and B(Ag)

approaches B(A) in the Hausdorff topology as g approaches f C.

Proof. Given an open set U in Af and e > 0, let NUe(f) be the number of

distinct (e, l)-chain components of/ that meet U. Note that Nv   is finite valued;
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see 4.4(iii) for example. Now we claim that:

As a map into the reals, NUe is lower semicontinuous; that is,

Hmg^finfNu¿g)>Nu¡c(f).  '

Before proving the claim, we use it to finish the proof of the lemma. Note that the

proof would be easy if we could deal directly with chain components instead of

with (e, l)-chain components; however, if we were to make this change, the

corresponding version of the claim would be false. Let T'r = r\Uei<%, DkxLx {/I/is

a continuity point of Nux/k), where % is as in 7.10. Now let Tr = T'r n C*, where

C* is the residual set described in 7.12. Suppose/is in Tr and A is a chain transitive

attractor of/. Choose k large enough that the (l/k, l)-chain component of/ that

contains A is itself uniformly contained in B(A). Call this (l/k, l)-chain compo-

nent X. Recall that all (l/k, l)-chain components for / are uniformly bounded

apart, say by 8 > 0. Choose U G % such that A c clos(A") c U c clos(i/) c

US(X) g B(A). (This can be done as clos(A) and Af - US(X) are closed and

disjoint.) Since/ E C*, whenever g is close enough to/, g will have an attractor Ag

also satisfying Ag c U G clos(ÍT) c B(Ag), with Ag^>A and B(Ag)-*B(A) as

g—>f. Moreover, as we have ensured that Nux/k(f) = 1 and that/is a continuity

point of Nux/k, we conclude that Nux/k(g) = 1 for all g sufficiently close to/. It

now follows from 7.14 that A  is chain transitive.

Proof of claim. By compactness and the definition of an (e, l)-chain, if A" is a

compact piece of an (e, l)-chain component off, then there is a S > 0 such that X

is itself (e — 8, l)-chain transitive. (This is essentially the same as 6.9.) Thus if g is

close enough to/, X will be (e, l)-chain transitive for g. Since NUje(f) is finite, this

argument shows that if g is close enough to/, then NUe(f) < ^t/,e(g)- (Any two

(e, l)-chain components for / fail to coalesce by a certain finite amount; this

separation is preserved by all g sufficiently close to /. To see this, let 91L be a

filtration for / that separates all of the (e, l)-chain components; then 911 is a

filtration for all g near /, so these (e, l)-chain components do not coalesce for g

near f. This establishes the claim, and hence the lemma.)

Finally, we turn to the question of persistence of chain transitive quasi-attractors,

beginning with several definitions.

7.16 Definition. We define three maps, h, hx and h2 from Fr(M) X FM into

[0, oo) as follows:

hx(f, X) = inf{e > 0|A" is contained in an (e, l)-chain transitive set}.

h2(f, X) = dH(X, Z(X, hx(f, A"))), where dH is the Hausdorff metric on FM and

Z(X, e) = Z(x, e) for any x in X (this set was defined in §4); we take Z(X, 0) to

mean Z(x) for any x in X. When we need to emphasize the dependence of Z(X, e)

on/, we write ZfX, e).

h(f, X) = hx(f, X) + h2(f, X).
7.17 Remarks. (A) The definition of h2(f, X) is independent of the choice of the

point x in X used to define Z(X, hx(f, X)). This is because hx(f, X) is big enough

to ensure that all of X is contained in a unique (hx(f, X), l)-chain component.

(B) h(f, X) = 0 if and only if A" is a chain component off.
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(C) h is continuous if both hx and h2 are.

Our plan is to first show that h is continuous, then apply Takens' lemma (1.11) to

get a residual subset of Fr(M), and finally to show that chain transitive quasi-

attractors of flows in this residual set persist as chain transitive quasi-attractors.

7.18 Lemma. hx is continuous.

Proof. Let X, f and 8 > 0 be given. Choose e > 0 to satisfy: hx(X,f) < e <

Ai(A*,/) + 8. Then there is an (e, l)-chain component off, Y, with X c Y. Choose

8' > 0 such that dr(f, g) <8' implies d(f(t, x), g(t, x)) < 8 whenever \t\ < 2. Then

any (e, l)-chain for/is an (e + 8, l)-chain for g for any g with dr(f, g) <8', and so

y is (e + 8, l)-chain transitive for g. Let Y' be the (e + 25, l)-chain component of

g that contains Y. Then Y' is a neighborhood of Y, and so whenever A" is close

enough to A in the Hausdorff topology, then X' c Y' and therefore hx(g, X') < e

+ 28< hx(f, X) + 38. Hence, if (/„, A„) -* (/, A"), then lim sup hx(fn, X„) <

hx(f, X).
Now suppose (f„, A„) —* (/, A") and lim hx(fn, Xn) = e. Let 5 > 0 be given. Let

y„ be the (e + 8, l)-chain component of /„ that contains A"„. Choose 8' as in the

first part of the proof. For n large, dr(f,f„) < 8', so Yn will be an (e + 28, l)-chain

transitive set for/; let Wn be the (e + 35, l)-chain component off that contains Yn.

As all (e + 38, l)-chain components are uniformly bounded away from each other,

we see that there is a value n0 such that if n, m are bigger than n0 then Wn = Wm.

Call this set W. Note that X„ c Y„ c int(W„) = int(rF) for large n, so X c

clos( W). It follows that X is contained in the (e + 45, l)-chain component off that

contains W; hence: hx(f, X) < e + 45 = lim A,(/„, A„) + 45. It follows that for an

arbitrary sequence (/„, X„) -» (/, A), we have hx(f, X) < lim inf hx(fn, Xn). This

and the result in the first paragraph of this proof combine to give the continuity of

A, at every point.

7.19 Lemma. h2 is continuous.

Proof. Let /, X and 5 > 0 be given. Note that it suffices to show that the map

(/, A") —» Z(X, hx(f, X)) is continuous. Define 5' as in Lemma 7.18. Then dr(f, g)

< 8' implies that Z(X, hx(f, X)) is (hx(f, X) + 5, l)-chain transitive for g; in other

words, ZfX, hx(f, X)) c Zg(X, hx(f, X) + 8). Also, by Lemma 7.18, there is a

constant 50 > 0 such that if dr(f, g) < 50 and dH(X, X') < 8^ then hx(g, X') + 8

> hx(f, X), and so ZfX, hx(f, X)) c Zg(X, hx(g, A') + 25). In fact, using the

continuity of hx and the fact that Zg(X, hx(g, X') + 25) contains a neighborhood

of X for all A' near enough to X, we conclude that for dH(X, X') < 5, (for some

5, > 0), we have ZfX, hx(f, X)) c Zg(X', hx(g, X') + 25).
Next note that for any e > 0 and 5 small enough, we know that

Zg(X', hx(g, X') + 25) c Ue(Zg(X', hx(g, X'))).

Thus for any e > 0, we can choose 5, 50, 5„ and 5' small enough that

(*) ZfX, hx(f, A)) c Ue{Zg(X', hx(g, A"')))

is true whenever g and X' are sufficiently close to/ and A".
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It remains to show that we can reverse the places of Z¡ and Zg in (*). Suppose

that /„ -»/, XH -> X, xn G Z,(Xn, hx(f„, X„)) and xn -> x. Now let 5 > 0 be given

and choose 5' as above. For n > n0, dr(fn,f)<8', so Zf(Xn, hx(f„, Xn)) is

(hx(f„, Xn) + 8, l)-chain transitive for /, and therefore, when n is large enough,

(hx(f X) + 25, l)-chain transitive for /. Thus x„ G ZfX, hx(f, X) + 35) for all

large n (this uses the fact that distinct (tj, l)-chain components are uniformly

bounded apart whenever r/ > 0). Therefore, x E clos(ZfX, hx(f, X) + 35)) c

ZffX, hx(f, X) + 45). As 5 was arbitrary, x £ ZfX, hx(f A")). It follows that if
e > 0, there is a constant n(e) such that n > n(e) imphes Zf(Xn, hx(f„, X„)) G

Ue(ZfX, hx(f, X))), and so the proof is complete.

Now define a map h: Fr(M) -h> F(FM) by h(f) = {X G FM\h(f, X) = 0}. By

1.9 and 1.10 the set of continuity points of this map is a residual subset of Fr(M).

Let Hr denote the intersection of this set with the set C* of 7.12.

7.20 Theorem. Suppose f G Hr, X is a chain transitive quasi-attractor off, and

fn —*j\C). Then each fn has a chain transitive quasi-attractor Xn such that Xn —> X.

Proof. There are quasi-attractors Yn for /„ with Yn -► X by 7.13. Each Y„

contains a chain transitive quasi-attractor Xn by 3.3. If lim inf A"„ = X we are

done; if not, choose a subsequence, also called Xn, such that lim X„ = A" c A".

Clearly A' is not a chain component off, so A' £ h(f) by 7.17(B). Thus there is an

e > 0 such that X' £ UH2eh(f), where UH^ denotes the 2e-ball taken in the

Hausdorff metric on F(FM) induced by the metric dH on FM. For all large n,

dH(Xx, X') < e, so A"„ £ UHe(h(f)). As Xn is in h(f„) by assumption, we have

h(f„) SL UHe(h(f)) for all large n. This contradicts the assumption that/ E Hr, and

so proves the theorem.

7.21 Proof of Theorem A. Combine 7.12, 7.13, 7.15, and 7.20.

8. Conclusion. There are several interesting questions that remain unanswered.

Primary among these are the following two.

Is the generalized saddle property generic?

Generically, is every chain transitive quasi-attractor an attractor?

The first of these questions has been discussed throughout this paper, the second

has not. Regarding it, we have shown that "every quasi-attractor is an attractor" is

not a generic property by using Newhouse's examples. However, it appears that the

chain transitive quasi-attractors in these examples are periodic sinks. It would be

interesting (even surprising) to have a proof that this is essentially the generic case;

it would also be interesting to have a counterexample. Relevant here are the

examples of Bowen, Franks, and Young, which are examples of Kupka-Smale

diffeomorphisms of the disk with nontrivial quasi-attractors. These examples do

not have the periodic points dense in the nonwandering set, but it seems likely that

they can be modified so that this is the case. See [BF] and [FY].

Other questions of interest arise from our choices of candidates for the notions

of "indecomposability" and "permanence" (chain recurrence and persistence, re-

spectively). As I mentioned in the introduction, persistence is the weakest viable
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notion of permanence; the question is whether there is a stronger version that also

retains genericity.

Concerning the "indecomposability" side of things, the main problem is to

describe the internal structure of the chain transitive attractors and quasi-attractors

as much as possible. One question that comes immediately to mind is whether these

quasi-attractors are nonwandering. This is related to the question of whether CR(f)

is generically equal to fi(/). This is a difficult question that has received attention

in the past, in the work of Shub, Smale, and Nitecki on fine sequences of

filtrations. (CR(f) = S2(/) if and only if/ has a fine sequence of filtrations; see

[SS], [NS], [Sh2], and [Sh3].)

Finally, I should discuss the applicability of the results of this paper to vector

fields and diffeomorphisms as well as to flows. Flows were chosen over these

alternatives as the central object of discussion because, first, continuous dynamical

systems present some advantages in explication over discrete dynamical systems;

and secondly, because the process of suspension naturally transforms C diffeo-

morphisms into C flows. (This was useful because most of the relevant examples

described in the literature are discussed as diffeomorphisms rather than as flows.)

However, neither of these considerations is vital, and it is apparent how to make

the relevant changes so that all of the results contained herein apply as well to

vector fields and diffeomorphisms. This kind of argument is contained in [Bo, §10].
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